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Introduction 
Nitrogen oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (N02) are the most abundant man-
made oxides of nitrogen in urban areas. It is now well known that these active species 
react directly with odd oxygen leading to the catalytic destruction of ozone in the 
atmosphere. In addition, NO is important in the body's reduction of blood pressure, 
neurotransmission, and destruction of microbes. Gaining information about the 
dimerization of these species will lead to greater understanding of their chemistry and the 
effects of their chemistry. In this experiment, the speed of sound in N204 e 2N02 and 
also in N202 e 2NO was determined at various temperatures. The speeds obtained were 
used to calculate the mole fractions ofN20 4 and N02 in the N204 e 2N02 mixtures and 
N202 and NO in the N202 e 2NO. From this data the equilibrium constants of 
dimerization were calculated for the two systems at various temperatures and compared 
to the literature. 
2 
Historical Background of Method 
The phenomenon known as the transmission of sound has been examined for 
thousands of years. The Greeks thought that sound arises from the motion of the parts of 
bodies, that it is somehow transmitted through the air and when striking the ear creates a 
sensation of hearing. Pythagoras (6th Century B.C.) is thought to be first Greek 
philosopher to study the origin of musical sounds. He investigated the ratios of lengths 
corresponding to nlusical harmonies. Later, Aristotle of Stag ira (384-322 BC) thought 
that actual motion of the air was involved in the propagation of sound and that higher 
frequencies travel faster than slower frequencies.' Even though these early investigators 
correctly asserted that sound is a complex phenomenon, they were not able to investigate 
its true nature due to a lack of scientific instrumentation and theory that did not come 
about until the Renaissance. 
Figure A-I 
Pythagoas (6th Century B.C.) Aristotle of Stagira (384-322 BC) 
By the time of the Renaissance, scholars were thinking more in mathematical 
terms and had the scientific method to continue the exploration into the nature of sound. 
Galileo (1564-1642) described various sound phenomenon and was the first to suggest 
that sounds be described by vibrations per unit time. Marin Mersenne (1588-1648), a 
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Fransiscan Friar, published "Harmonicorum Liber" in 1636. It is credited as being the 
first correct published account of the vibrations of strings. He measured the frequency of 
vibration of a long string and from that inferred the frequency of a shorter one. This was 
the first direct determination of the frequency of a musical sound. Joseph Sauveur (1653-
1 716) noted that a stretched string can vibrate in parts with certain points he called nodes 
that had no motion at all and other points he called loops that had violent motion and 
were between the nodes. Brook Taylor (1685-1731) was the first to work out a strictly 
dynamic solution of the problem of the vibrating string (1713) in the form of an assumed 
curve for the shape of the string of such a character that every point would reach 
rectilinear position in the same time. From the equation of this curve and the Newtonian 
equation of motion he was able to derive a formula for the frequency of vibration 
agreeing with the experimental law of Galileo and Mersenne. This paved the way for 
more elaborate mathematical techniques of Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782), D' Alembert 
(1717-1783), and Euler (1707-1783).1 Although the advent of mathematics had led to the 
development of equations and relationships to describe the motion of strings and 
vibrations, scientists were still unsure as to the nature of sound. They did not yet 
understand how sound traveled or why. 
Figure A-2 
Galileo (1564-1642) Brook Taylor (1685-1731) 
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The French philosopher Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655) attributed the propagation 
of sound to the emission of a stream of fine, invisible particles, from the sounding bodies 
which, after moving through the air, are able to affect the ear. Otto von Guericke (1602-
1686) observed correctly that sound is transmitted better when the air is still than when 
there is wind. The Jesuit Athanasius Kircher (1602-1680) was the first to try the bell in a 
vacuum experiment. He concluded that air is not necessary for transmission of sound. In 
1660 Robert Boyle (1627-1691) in England repeated the bell in ajar experiment with a 
much improved air pump and more careful arrangements. He finally observed the 
decrease in intensity of the sound as the air is pumped out. He definitively concluded 
that air is a medium for acoustic transmission. I So, by the end of the 17th Century 
scientists had come to the conclusion that sound, as Skudrzyk puts it, "is always 
associated with some medium and does not propagate in a vacuum.,,2 
It was Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) who first explained the velocity of sound in 
mathematical terms. He theorized that the particles that propagate sound move in a 
simple harmonic motion. He said that they "are always accelerated or retarded according 
to the law of the oscillating pendulum." Using the equation for the period of a 
pendulum, Newton derived the velocity of the pulse as 
v =.fih 
Figure A-3 
But since p = p x g x h , he concluded that the velocity of sound in a gas is 
v=~ Figure A-4 
However, J.L Lagrange (1736-1813) criticized Newton's work and gave a more rigorous 
general derivation, but came to the same conclusion. In 1816, Pierre Laplace (1749-
5 
1827) suggested that in the previous determinations an error had been made in using the 
isothermal volume elasticity of the air. He suggested using the ratio of the specific heat 
capacities (Cp/Cv = y) to compensate. Using the ideal gas equation and rearrangement 
Newton's equation becomes 
v ~~ 
Figure A-5 
The theory of Laplace is so well established that it became common practice to determine 
y for various gases by precision measurements of the velocity of sound. I 
Figure A-6 
Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) Pierre Laplace (1749-1827) 
Today we know that the propagation of sound is always associated with a medium 
and that sound is generated when the medium is dynamically disturbed.2 A vibrating 
body causes pressure variations in the medium surrounding it and these vibrations pass 
through the medium as a wave motion.3 When the medium is disturbed, its pressure, 
density, particle velocity, and temperature are affected. However, sound propagation is 
very nearly adiabatic, even at low frequencies. Therefore the temperature of the medium 
does not change during the transmission of sound.2 The medium is able to transmit sound 
waves because is possesses elasticity. Elasticity is the property whereby substances tend 
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to return to their original shape or volume when the force causing the change is 
removed.3 The change a sound wave makes upon the gases and liquids can be seen as a 
compression. Since the medium possesses elasticity, it expands after the compression. 
For this reason the velocity of sound can also be written as 
v = ~ where K is the bulk modulus. Figure A-7 
For an ideal gas it can be shown (as Newton first derived and was later corrected by 
Laplace) that K= yP. Solids, however, can undergo compression and also a shear stress. 
For this reason the velocity of sound in solids is much more complex.4 
In 1738, the Paris Academy made the first recorded careful determination of the 
velocity of sound in open air with the method of reciprocal observation. This method 
eliminates error due to the effects of wind. Cannons were fired and the sound was 
recorded 18 miles away.4 In 1808 the French physicist J.B.Biot (1774-1862) made the 
first experiments on the velocity of sound in solid media. He established that the velocity 
of the compression wave in a solid metal is many more times greater than that through 
the air. ID. Colladon and the mathematician IC. F. Sturm (1803-1855) in the year 1826 
investigated the transmission of sound through water in Lake Geneva, in Switzerland, 
using a sound and flash arrangement. The velocity was found to be 1435 meters/sec at 
8°C, also much more so that in air.) 
In 1740 the Italian Branconi showed experimentally that the velocity of sound in 
air does increase with temperature. Using the resonance tube methods of determining the 
velocity of sound in gases and vapors, E.H. Stevens determined the velocity of sound in 
air and in various organic vapors at temperature between O°C and 185°C. A. Kalahne 
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used a telephone diaphragm to excite a tube into resonance and measured the speed of 
sound in gases up to temperatures near 900°C. Both Stevens' and Kalahne's indicated 
that the velocity of sound varies as the square root of the absolute temperature.) On the 
Parry Arctic Expedition, the speed of sound was measured at low temperatures and it was 
found to be 331 m/s at 0° C. In addition, E. Esclangon made very accurate measurements 
during 1917-1918 from 0-20°C and found it to be 339.8 mls at 15°C.5 
People have been devising methods to study the speed of sound for as long as 
technology has allowed it. Three primary methods have been employed to study the 
propagation of sound. These included direct detection and measurement in open air as 
performed by the Paris Academy, Esclangon, and Hebb, resonance methods as performed 
by Chladni and Kundt, and measurement of the velocity in closed tubes by direct 
detection as performed by Regnault. E.F.F. Chladni (1756-1824) described in 1787 his 
method of using sand sprinkled on vibrating plates to show nodal lines. He was a 
German physicist who is now known as the father of acoustics. He set plates covered 
with a thin layer of sand vibrating and observed nodal lines. In addition, he calculated 
the velocity of sound by filling an organ pipe with different gases and listening to the 
frequency. In 1868 A Kundt (1839-1894) developed his method of dust figures for 
studying experimentally the propagation of sound in tubes and measuring sound velocity 
from standing wave patterns. Regnault studied the propagation of sound in long tubes. 
When a sound was made, a wire conveying an electric current was ruptured by the shock 
and caused a pen to move on a revolving drum to mark the start time of the pulse. 
Similarly, at the other end of the pipe a membrane was stretched over an opening. When 
the sound hit the membrane, the circuit was re-completed. The distance between marks 
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represented the time that it took the sound to propagate. He found that the speed of sound 
varied with the diameter of the heater pipes he used. 
Originally, sound was defined as everything that was heard. Today sound is 
defined as any vibration in the frequency range of the human ear (between 16 Hz and 
16kHz) below 16 Hz = infrasound, above 16 kHz = supersonic sound. As stated above, 
we now know that the propagation of sound is always associated with some medium and 
does not propagate in a vacuum. The propagation affects the medium's pressure, density, 
particle velocity, and temperature, but to a very small extent. However, Hebb pointed out 
that the determination of the speed of sound over a long base over several miles is 
impaired due to changes in temperature, humidity, etc. For this reason, working in a 
closed system such as a tube is desirable due to the fact that one can control almost of the 
experimental conditions. 
As mentioned above, many experimenters have chosen the use of tubes as their 
primary apparatus due to the control that one has over the many variables involved. 
Indeed, "the majority of determinations of the velocity of sound in air or in other gases 
have been made with the gas enclosed in a pipe or tube. The reasons for this are 
sufficiently obvious, for the experiment is not only brought into the limits of a small 
laboratory, but the methods, or at any rate some of them, are applicable in the case of 
gases which are obtainable only in small quantities.,,5 Although the effects of viscosity 
and heat conduction have been shown to be quite small, deviations of the speed of sound 
due to these variables have been noted. Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894) and later 
Gustav Kirchhoff (1824-1887) calculated the change in the speed of sound due to these 
forces. Kirchoff s refined the velocity of sound in tubes equation to 
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Figure A-8 
where c' is the velocity, c is the ideal velocity, N is the frequency of the sound, a is the 
tube radius, and v' is the constant known as the kinematic viscosity and heat conduction 
coefficient which encompasses the static viscosity coefficient J.1 and the density p. 
Investigators in the early 20th Century such as G. G. Sherratt, 1. H. Awbery, P.S.H. 
Henry, and G. W. C. Kaye published a number of papers which scrutinize Kirchoffs 
equation, but in the end could only support it with their findings. More recently, 
Kergomard and associates came up with an equation for the time domain velocity of the 
sound pressure maximum: 
c' =(I- 6~2) where £ = j.J ~ {I +(y -I) k r where Pr = CP% Figure A-9 
where c' is the velocity, c is the ideal velocity, L is the length of the tube, R is the radius 
of the tube, J.1 is the viscosity, p is the density, r is the ration of specific heats, and Pr is 
the Prandtl number which includes the specific heat at constant pressure C p and the 
thermal conductivity K.6 
Figure A-IO 
Hermann von Helnlholtz (1821-1894) Gustav Kirchhoff (1824-1887) 
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Applications based upon the transmission of sound are becoming more numerous. 
The applications of the transmission of sound can be broken down into two main 
categories. The first category involves many different techniques and can be referred to 
as analytical methods. These include the determination of physical constants of a 
substance, navigation and ranging techniques such as sonar, pattern recognition from 
chemical systems, the determination of liquid structures, deterioration analysis of 
materials, deternlination of concentration of components in chenlical systems, and other 
nondestructive methods for gaining information about a system.7,8,9,1O,II,12,13,14 The 
second category of applications involves the use as sound as an active participant in 
chemical reactions. Such interaction can lead to higher product yields and faster reaction 
rates. 15,16,17,18,19, 
The method employed here was suggested by Albert Einstein in 1920.20 It relies 
upon a relationship that connects the speed of sound in a two component mixture to the 
mole fractions of the two components. During the 1950's, the purification of uranium 
using fluorine (UF 6) became very important. Union Carbide Nuclear Company derived 
an equation that was used to determine mixing ratios ofN2 and UF6. It is an equation for 
the velocity of sound in a two component gaseous mixture. 13 If one determines the speed 
of sound experimentally and knows the temperature, heat capacities, and molecular 
weights of the two gases in question, then it is a sinlple matter to solve for the mole 
fractions of the two gases in the mixture. 
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Theoretical Background 
Speed of Sound 
The propagation of sound is always associated with a medium and sound is 
generated when a medium is dynamically disturbed.2 A vibrating body causes pressure 
variations in the medium surrounding it and these vibrations pass through the medium as 
a wave motion.3 When the medium is disturbed, its pressure, density, particle velocity, 
and temperature are affected. However, sound propagation is very nearly adiabatic, even 
at low frequencies. Therefore the temperature of the medium does not change during the 
transmission of sound? The medium is able to transmit sound waves because is 
possesses elasticity. Elasticity is the property whereby substances tend to return to their 
original shape or volume when the force causing the change is removed.3 The change a 
sound wave makes upon the gases and liquids can be seen as a compression. Since the 
medium possesses elasticity, it expands after the compression. For this reason the 
velocity of sound in gases can also be written as 
v = ~ where K is the bulk modulus. Figure B-1 
For an ideal gas it can be shown (as Newton first derived and was later corrected by 
Laplace) that K= yP, thus giving (keeping in mind PV=nRT where n=mass/molecular 
weight): 
v ~r: Figure B-2 
where y is the heat capacity ratio, T is the temperature (in K), M is the molecular weight 
of the gas, and R is the gas constant. This equation is valid for one component systems, 
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such as a system consisting entirely of Argon and can be used to calculate y, T, or M if all 
of the other variables are known or the distance the sound travels. Since velocity also is 
equal to distance traveled divided by the time duration, calculating the speed of sound 
theoretically can lead to an accurate determination of the distance traveled: 
d=t·t~ Figure 8-3 
where d is the distance traveled and t is the propagation time. 
For two or more component mixtures, the relationship between velocity of sound 
and the components becomes slightly n10re complicated. One assun1es that the effective 
mass of the system is composed of the partial masses of the two components. Thus the 
effective mass becomes XI·Mt+(1-Xl)-M2. The heat capacity ratio must be split into its 
component parts in order to account for both species. The effective molar heat capacities 




Xl · Cpl + (1 - XI) · CP2) 
Xl · Cvl + (1 - Xl) · Cv2 
------------~·R·T 
Figure 8-4 
As stated above, this equation was used in the 1950's to determine mixing ratios ofN2 
and UF6. The author of the 1950's report notes, however, that the equation works best 
when the gases in the system have a ratio of masses on the order of 10: 1 or greater. 13 
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It is now well known that the active species nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen 
dioxide (N02) react directly with odd oxygen leading to the catalytic destruction of ozone 




Geometry and Symmetry of 
NO and NOz 
abundant man-made oxides of nitrogen in urban areas.22 Nitrogen chemistry is quite 
intricate, partly due to the large number of oxidation states obtainable. Nitrogen and 
oxygen are among the most electronegative of the elements and have very small radii. 
Nitrogen Oxide is a colorless, paramagnetic gas that contains nitrogen in its +2 oxidation 
state and oxygen in its -2 state whereas N02 is a brown, very reactive and paramagnetic 
gas that contains nitrogen in its +4 oxidation state. N02 exists in an equilibrium mixture 
with its colorless dimer N20 4. N20 4' s melting point is -110 C. This relatively weak 
association is due to the long and weak N - N bond in N20 4 and the fact that each 
Figure 8-6 
Geometry and Symmetry of 
Nz0 4 
unpaired electron in N02 occupies an antibonding orbital. Unlike N02, NO does not 
form a stable dimer in the gas phase. This is due to the greater delocalization of the odd 





there are three possible structures: cis, trans, and C2V. It is generally accepted that the 
cis-N202 is the only stable structure, however?3 
Nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide present in the air are produced by natural 
processes including lightning, volcanic eruptions, and bacterial action in the soil, as well 
as man-made activities.22 The major source of man-made emissions of the oxides of 
nitrogen is the combustion of fossil fuels, particularly by coal-fired power plants, 
gasoline, and diesel engines?4 However, electroplating, the manufacturing of nitric acid, 
and tobacco smoking also release the oxides of nitrogen into the atmosphere.22 Although 
NO and N02 are both very important to atmospheric chemistry, recently it has been 
found that NO is important in the body's reduction of blood pressure, neurotransmission, 
and destruction of microbes as well.24 
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Equilibrium Constants 
Equilibrium constants govern the extent to which reactions proceed. The 
magnitude of an equilibrium constant depends upon the way the chemical equation in 
question is written. For this reason the value for an equilibrium constant always needs to 
be accompanied by a balanced chemical equation. If the initial concentrations of the 
reactants are known and only one reaction occurs, then it is only necessary to determine 
the concentration of one of the products in order to determine the equilibrium constant. 
For instance, in the case ofN204 6 2N02, determining the concentration ofN02leads to 





where pOis the normal state pressure, PN02 is the partial pressure of N02 and PN204 is the 
partial pressure of N204. If the concentrations ofN02 and N204 can be determined 
experimentally, then their partial pressures can also be determined by multiplying their 
mole fractions by the total pressure in the system. The equilibrium constant Kp can then 
be calculated from the partial pressures. If the unit of pressure is taken to be 





If one takes ~ to represent the extend of reaction, then at equilibrium one would have a 




[2~ 1(1 + ~)kp 1 PO)} _ 4~2(p 1 PO) 
[(1- ~)/(1 + ~)kp 1 PO) - 1 ~2 
Figure B-I0 
In this equation, however, P o represents the pressure of the system if no dissociation had 
taken place. If one knows the mole fractions ofN02 (XN02) and N204 (l-XN02) (or 
similarly NO and N202), one could easily solve for ~ from the following two equations: 
1-~ 
%N02 = 1+~ 1- %N02 1+~ 
Figure B-ll 
Additionally, one could solve for po by adding the partial pressure ofN20 4 (or N20 2) 
and half the partial pressure ofN02 (or NO). Once Kp is known for a certain temperature 
and pressure, one could predict ~ for any pressure or the pressure if ~ is known. 
Knowing equilibrium constants for chemical equations allows for the determination of 
thermodynamic properties. Gibbs free energy change is one such property: 
~GO= -R. T .In(K) .25 
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Previous Studies 
As Verhoek and Daniels noted in 1931, the dissociation of nitrogen tetroxide is 
used as a classical example of an equilibrium?6 A number of other investigators have 
studied the N20 4 e 2N02 equilibrium in recent years. These include Steese and 
Whittaker (1955),27 Harris and Churney (1967),28 Vosper (1970),29 Wettack (1972),30 and 
Nordstrom and Chan (1975).31 Verhoek and Daniels measured pressure directly to 
determine Kp, whereas the others used spectroscopic methods to indirectly determine Kp. 










Equilibrium Constants Kp (atm) versus Temperature for N20 4 <-> 
2N02 Equilibrium from the Literature 
-40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 
Temperature in Degrees Celcius 
Figure C-I 
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Reference Temp (C) Kp (atm) Reference Temp (C) Kp (atm) 
Harris & Churney 26.6 0.1624 Giauque & Kemp 31.9 0.253 
J. Chern. Phys. 30.6 0.2194 J. Chern. Phys. 44.9 0.636 
(47) 1967 1703-9 35.7 0.3159 (6) 193840 59.9 1.852 
Wettack 19.4 0.0778 74.9 4.286 
J. Chem. Edu. 29.6 0.220 89.9 8.933 
(49) 1972 556-8 39.8 0.409 Vosper 0.1 0.0161 
Verhoek & Daniels 24.9 0.1426 J. Chem Soc. A. -9.6 0.00674 
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 34.9 0.3183 1970625-7 -20.1 0.00230 
(53) 1931 1250-1263 44.9 0.6706 -30.0 0.000798 
Nordstrom & Chan 22.9 0.13 -35.2 0.000426 
J. Phys. Chern. 0.1 0.016 -39.8 0.000283 
(80) 1976 847-9 22.9 0.14 Figure C-2 
For many years the existence of an NO dimer was disputed. Johnston and 
Weimer concluded there was no evidence for association in 1934.32 However, in 1965, 
Guggenheim re-examined the question and determined that there was in fact a dimer that 
is formed. In fact, he suggested that it is the NO dimer, N20 2, that reacts with O2 in the 
reaction 2NO + O2 --+ N204.33 Scott soon questioned Guggenheim's method of analysis, 
but too determined that N20 2 does in fact exist and is a very flexible molecule.
34 
Dinkerman and Ewing were among the first to propose structures for the N20 2 molecule 
and were also among the first to obtain its IR Spectra.35 Recently, the N20 2 dimer has 
been studied more extensively due to the discovery that NO regulates many physiological 
processes in the body. 36 Some investigators have determined N20 2'S dissociation energy 
while others have concentrated on the method and shape of bonding or the dimer's 
critical properties.37, 38, 39, 40 However, few (if any) investigators have even attempted to 
measure the equilibrium constant of dimerization. 
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Experimental Design 
Two stainless steel tubes, each approximately one meter long with a diameter of 
2.5 cm, were employed as the gas chambers. One tube was equipped with a heating 
element and insulation (Apparatus A). The other tube was placed into a styrofoam 
container that was hollowed out to serve as an insulator for the tube (Apparatus B). A 
pressure gauge was connected directly to each gas chamber so that the pressure was 
constantly known. A Stanford Research Systenls, Inc. Pulse Generator (Model DG535) 
was used to generate the pulses. A Knowles Electronics transducer was located inside 
each gas chamber and was connected to the pulse generator to produce the sounds at a 
known time interval, anlplitude, and duration. A LeCroy Digital Oscilloscope was 
connected to a microphone detector in each chamber and the pulse generator so that the 
time taken by the sound to traverse the distance of the tube could be known. A 
thermocouple was placed directly on the outside of the chambers to monitor the 
temperature. 
Apparatus A was employed to determine the speed of sound in the N20 4 ~ 2N02 
equilibrium at various temperatures. The speed of sound in various gases was measured 
in order to calibrate the length of the tube. Since the thermocouple was on the outside of 
the tube and did not give an accurate temperature of the gas on the inside, a temperature 
calibration plot was made using Ar. A variac was set to its lowest output and a tube of Ar 
was heated slowly. The speed of sound was measured (distance/time) and the 
Temperature was calculated from: 
v=t~ Figure 0-1 
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This was done every minute for a period of time. The N204 B 2N02 system (at the same 
starting pressure) was heated in precisely the same manner. The temperature of the tube 
at a certain time after heating was started was taken to be the the temperature that the Ar 
filled tube was at the same time after starting. 
Apparatus B was designed for the purpose of lowering the N20 2 B 2NO system 
to a temperature close to that of liquid nitrogen. It can also be used to lower the 
temperature of either system to that of freezing water or an acetone/dry ice mixture. 
Essentially a cooler, liquid nitrogen, ice water, or another substance can be poured in and 
surround the entire gas chamber. After sealing the top with a large styrofoam lid, the 
temperature in the tube will approach that of the surrounding medium. The temperature 
can be calibrated with Ar, Kr, Ne or other Noble gases and the speed of sound determined 
in the systems under study. This method allows for the determination of Kp at an 
accurately determined temperature. Both the N204 B 2N02 and N20 2 B 2NO 
equilibriums were studied at the temperature of ice water. 
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Apparatus A: Apparatus for the Measurement of the Speed 
of Sound with Heating Element and Insulation 
Sound Generator Sound Detector 
N 
N 
~----------------------~ 1 ( HeaterlInsulator \ 
\ HeaterlInsulator Thermocouple 
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Apparatus B: Apparatus for the Measurement of the Speed 
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ResultslDiscussion 
A great deal of time was spent in design, construction, and calibration of the 
apparatus. Various microphones and microphone mountings were tested. Eventually, a 
teflon cylinder was hollowed out to contain the microphone so that a solid interface was 
met at that end of the tube. It was found that a simple condenser microphone from Radio 
Shack with a sensitivity of -65dB to +/- 4dB (model 270-092) was sufficient. It was soon 
discovered that different time delays on the pulse generator generated different peak 
structures on the oscilloscope. It was determined that a pulse length longer that the time 
of flight of the sound wave in the tube gave the optimum peak structure for analysis. It 
was also determined that a higher pressure of the N204 ~ 2N02 system (500+ torr) 
destroyed the transducer or "clicker" after a short time, but that a lower pressure (200 
torr) left the "clicker" unaffected. It was observed that an increase in temperature led to 
an increase in the peak intensity on the oscilloscope and that an increase in pressure also 
lead to an increase in peak intensity. It was observed that in the noble gases there was no 
change in the speed of sound with changing pressure. However, at low pressures (below 
100 torr) the signal was so low that determinations could not be made. 
Numerous measurements of the speed of sound in the noble gases were made in 
efforts to perfect the apparatus. A typical oscilloscope display can be seen below: 





The first large peak represents the sound wave first hitting the detector after it has 
traveled the length of the tube from the transducer. The wave then reflects back to the 
sound source and then reflects back again to the deflector, which is represented by the 
second large peak. The time represented in between the two peaks represents the time it 
took for the sound wave to travel twice the distance of the tube (assuming no time is lost 
in reflection or by contact with the walls of the tube6). One can notice several smaller 
peaks that fall immediately after the large peaks. It is theorized that these peaks represent 
"ringing" of the detector. 
The length of the tube in Apparatus A was calibrated with Kr and Ne to be 0.965 
meters. Kr gave a length of 0.964 meters and Ne gave a length of 0.966 meters from the 
equation in Figure D-l. Since Kr is a relatively heavy element and Ne is relatively light, 
an average of the two figures would seem to give a reliable measurement of the tube 
length. The main source of error in this measurement stems from the precision of the 
oscilloscope. The oscilloscope's precision is 0.01 ms (10 Jls). For Kr and Ne, a 
difference of 0.01 ms leads to approximately a 1 nlm difference in the determination of 
the length of the tube. Similarly, Apparatus B was calibrated with Ar and Kr. The length 
of the gas chamber in Apparatus B was determined to be 0.986 meters. 
Difference methods were attempted in order to determine the time it took for 
sound to travel the distance of the tube. The two main methods employed were 
measurement between peaks and between wave fronts. For most gases (mainly the noble 
gases), it was discovered that the two measurements were the same. The same time was 
recorded from the oscilloscope whether it be between the tips of the peaks or between the 
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points where the peaks began. However, for some measurements involving N02 this was 
not the case. 
A calibration plot of temperature of the tube as a function of time was constructed 
using both Ar and Kr. It is important to note that the choice of Argon and Krypton are 
relatively arbitrary. No effort was made to correlate the transfer of heat from the tube 
walls to the noble gas to the transfer of heat from the tube walls to the systenl under 
study. Ar was eventually chosen over Kr as the gas for the temperature calibration 
simply because the resulting Kp's match the literature values more closely. 
Method Tempe TempK P (torr) P (atm) Distance (m) time (ms) Vel % N02 Kp 
Fronts 23.2 296 166.3 0.2188 0.986 9.90 199.2 44 0.076 
Fronts 3 276 168.7 0.2220 0.986 10.86 181 16 0.0068 
3 276 168.7 0.2220 0.986 11.37 173.4 1 0.00002 
Fronts 23.2 296 192.5 0.2533 0.986 9.86 200.0 45 0.093 
Fronts 23.2 =FRm 0.2495 0.986 9.84 200.4 45 0.092 Peaks 23.2 0.2495 0.986 10.20 193.3 35 0.047 
Fronts 23.2 296 193.4 0.2545 0.986 9.88 199.6 44 0.088 
Peaks 23.2 296 193.4 0.2545 0.986 10.22 193.0 35 0.048 
Fronts 23.2 296 197.2 0.2595 0.986 9.88 199.6 44 0.090 
Fronts 23.2 296 200.0 0.2632 0.986 9.83 2 0.097 
"Peaks 22.9 296 449.6 0.5916 0.965 10.28 187.7 27.0 0.059 
"Peaks 22.9 296 451.0 0.5934 0.965 10.24 188.5 28.0 0.065 
"Peaks 22.9 296 454.8 0.5984 0.965 10.22 188.8 28.0 0.065 
"Peaks 25.0 298 459.4 0.6045 0.965 10.16 190.0 29.0 0.072 
~s 22.9 296 464.7 0.6114 0.965 10.08 191.5 33.0 0.099 ks 27.0 300 470.6 0.6192 0.965 10.02 192.6 32.0 0.093 
"Peaks 22.9 -;-f 476.8 0.6274 0.965 9.94 194.2 37.0 0.14 "Peaks 27.0 483.1 0.6357 0.965 9.88 195.3 36.0 0.13 
"Peaks 29.1 302 489.7 0.6443 0.965 9.78 197.3 38.0 0.15 
"Peaks 31.2 304 496.3 0.6530 0.965 9.68 199.4 40.0 0.17 
"Peaks 33.3 306 504.0 0.6632 0.965 9.62 200.6 41.0 0.19 
"Peaks 29.1 302 509.7 0.67 5 9.52 202.7 45.0 0.25 
"Peaks 29.1 302 516.3 0.6793 0.965 9.46 204.0 47.0 0.28 
"Peaks 31.2 304 522.8 0.6879 0.965 9.38 205.8 49.0 I 0.32 
"Peaks 33.3 306 529.4 0.6966 0.965 9.30 207.5 50.0 0.35 
• "Peaks 35.4 309 536.0 0.7053 0.965 9.24 208.9 51.0 0.37 
"Peaks 37.6 311 542.5 0.7138 0.965 9.18 210.2 51.0 0.38 
~s 37.6 311 549.0 0.7224 0.965 9.10 212.1 53.0 0.43 ks 37.6 311 555.4 0.7308 0.965 9.02 214.0 56.0 0.52 
"Peaks 39.7 3iEB1.6 0.7389 0.965 8.96 215.4 57.0 0.56 "Peaks 41.9 7.9 0.7472 0.965 8.92 216.4 57.0 0.56 
"Peaks 37.6 311 574.1 0.755~ 8.84 218.3 61.0 0.72 
"Peaks 41.9 315 580.1 0.763 8.78 219.8 61.0 0.73 
"Peaks 48.7 322 586.0 0.7711 0.965 8.74 59.0 0.65 
"Peaks 45.3 318 592.0 0.7789 0.965 8.68 222.4 62.0 0.79 
"Peaks 46.4 320 597.7 0.7864 0.965 8.62 223.9 63.0 






Above is the data from the N02 experiment. Rows with an asterisk indicate that Ar was 
used for temperature calibration. Rows without an asterisk indicate that the temperature 
of the system was that of room temperature or ice water. The temperature of the system 
surrounded by ice water was calibrated using both Kr and Ar. After no further 
temperature change occurred, the speed of sound in both Ar and Kr led to the conclusion 
that the temperature in the tube surrounded by ice water was approximately 3° C. 
It is interesting to note that the peak structure obtained at low pressures ofN02 
yielded different sound wave travel times using the peaks and the beginning of the waves. 
For the below plots, the time between peaks was used for continuity. However, looking 
at Plot 1 it can be seen that the data yielded from the use of the start of the wave fronts as 
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Comparing Plot 2 with Plot 3, one can see the difference that results between using Ar 





different results and that the true temperature of the N20 4 ~ 2N02 system cannot be 
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It would appear that the Ar yields a calibration that puts the temperature of the tube a 
little too low and the Kr calibration puts the temperature too high. This conclusion is 
based on the premise that the Kp data from the literature is correct. Plot 4 shows the 
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average of the data in this experiment (using Ar as a temperature calibration) compared to 
that from the literature. It appears that the shape of the relationship is very similar 
between the experimental and the literature all except for the fact that the slope is 
different. Indeed, it seems that the two relationships cross each other at approximately 
305 K. 
It is apparent that much more accurate determinations of the temperature of the 
system are needed for the results to mean anything. The temperature of the system not 
only dictates the horizontal position on the above plots, but also dictates the mole 
fractions of the components (equation in Figure B-4). Therefore, it essential that the 
temperature is accurately known. This is not possible with the current design of the 
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apparatus. Using a variac to heat up the pipe (even at the lowest power setting) appears 
to proceed too fast for equilibrium to take place. It is therefore recommended that an 
apparatus similar to Apparatus B be constructed so that the temperature of the pipe can be 
accurately determined. A temperature-controlled room or water bath could be used to 
maintain a stable temperature long enough for equilibrium to be reached. 
The N20 2 B 2NO system was studied at approximately 3° C. With a tube length 
of 0.986 meters and a travel time of 6.14 ms (for twice the distance of the tube), the 
velocity in N20 2 B 2NO was determined to be 321.2 mls. At this temperature, it was 
determined that the system was 950/0 NO using the equation in Figure B-4. At a pressure 
of 168.0 torr, the Kp was determined to be 3.99 (atm). However, this was the last NO in 
the gas tank used and it might have been tainted. Determinations using a fresh tank of 
NO are required before these results can be verified. 
The preliminary data obtained is promising. However, future work requires 
design changes in the Apparatus A. Apparatus B seems to be functioning properly and 
promises to lead to accurate determinations of Kp in the N202 B 2NO equilibrium. 
However, it would be beneficial to continue to improve the design of Apparatus B so that 
the entire tube is covered with the cooling substance. Apparatus A, on the other hand, 
needs much improvement. Removing the heating element and securing the tube in 
temperature controlled environment would lead to much improved determinations. 
Even if Apparatus A is improved so that the temperature can be accutaely and 
precisely controlled, there are still descrepancies to address in the determinations at room 
temperature. Plot 1 shows that the data points at room temperature vary widely and do 
not center around the literature values. Either the literature values are flawed or the 
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method employed is not working properly. The velocity equation for two-component 
mixtures might not be valid for the systenls studied. Bogardus noted that the equation 
worked best when the difference between the masses of the two constituents was large. 13 
Many more determinations of the Kp by this method are required so it can be seen 
whether the results obtained are reproducible. 
Another source of error might stem from the values of the heat capacities used in 
this determination. Heat capacities for NO, N02, and N204 were obtained from Noggle's 
Physical Chemistry.41 The heat capacities for N202 were calculated from spectroscopic 
data. The fact that heat capacities change slightly with temperature was not taken into 
account since the temperature changes involved were small. However, for more accurate 
results, it is noted that the heat capacities at the actual temperature of measurement (when 
that is determined) are required. This, however, still does not explain the discrepancies 
and wide variation observed at room temperature. 
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